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Abstract 
Bachelor thesis Reasons for Declaration of War on Drugs in Mexico: Two Perspectives of 
View deals with reasoning of Mexican War on Drugs that was proclaimed by Mexican 
president in 2006. It describes two different perspectives on the war. One of them is adopted 
by the Mexican government and is based on arguments that Mexico became a country – drug 
consumer; level of violence increased and security situation in country significantly 
deteriorated; drug cartels exercise more influence in Mexican politics. The second view is 
based on the situation that occurred in the country after the presidential elections in 2006. 
Untransparent elections and Calderón´s very close victory resulted in the thesis that Calderón 
needed a strong theme which would be supported by people and at the same time would lead 
away from the unstable political situation in Mexico. This paper aims to analyze these 
perspectives and answer the question why the war was proclaimed and what stands behind the 
different approach of the government.  
 
